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Modeling the Cholinergic Innervation in the Infant
Cortico-Hippocampal System and its Contribution to Early
Memory Development and Attention
Alexandre Pitti and Yasuo Kuniyoshi

Abstract—Infants present impressive developmental changes
during the ﬁrst year in almost all domains marked by memory
categorization and variability. We propose that one important
actor for this developmental shift is the cholinergic innervation
of the cortico-hippocampal circuits. Based on neurological
observations and developmental studies done in infants, we
model how the neuromodulator acetylcholine could be gradually released from the fetal period till the ﬁrst year in the
hippocampal system to support the detection and the sustaining
of novel signals. By doing so, the cholinergic system realizes
the functional reorganization of the cortico-hippocampal system
which can progressively operate then as a working memory for
novelty.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

MONG the principal neuromodulators, acetylcholine
(ACh) plays a particular role on the human developing
brain and thus, on the acquisition of cognitive capabilities.
During early postnatal development, ACh regulates critical
aspects of maturation and plasticity of the neocortex, hippocampus and cerebellum for memory and learning [2], [3],
[4].
For instance, prenatal choline suppletion, which is a precursor of acetylcholine, causes long-lasting improvements in
spatial memory whereas choline deﬁciency is associated with
poor performance in certain cognitive tasks [5], [6]. Although
the mechanism by which choline inﬂuences learning and
memory remains unclear, converging evidences attribute a
developmental role to ACh and suggest that it may involve
changes to the hippocampal cholinergic system. In this paper,
we propose that ACh operates as a kind of “order parameter”
for memory development that reorganizes functionally the
cortico-hippocampal system into a working memory.
The cholinergic system is composed of two chemical families with different genes expressions that have high afﬁnity
either with nicotine or muscarine via nicotinic acetylcholine
receptors (nAChRs) and muscarinic acetylcholine receptors
(mAChRs). Current researches in pharmacology focus their
attention especially on nAChRs because of its high sensitivity
with nicotine which can exert neurotoxic effects on development [7]. Prenatal and early postnatal exposures to tobacco
smoke can result in altered morphological features in the
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developing hippocampus and cortex that can impact longterm cognitive deﬁcits [8]. This is particularly detrimental
because acetylcholine modulates brain development during
critical periods when brain maturation is most sensitive to
perturbation.
Innervation of nicotinic receptors nAChRs in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus is very early and rapid as it
falls within the ﬁrst six months of life [9], [1], [7]. Their
roles however are found important as they regulate synaptic
transmission and plasticity [10]. Besides, abnormalities in
nicotinic acetylcholine receptors may relate to disruptions
in cerebral circuitry development while their genetic dysfunctions have been implicated as a major feature in the
neurochemical pathology of autism [7]. In contrast, the binding of muscarinic acetylcholine receptors mAChRs tends to
rise signiﬁcantly after birth till the ﬁrst year and particularly
in the entorhinal cortex – which is the gating pathway to
hippocampus– to reach 80% density corresponding to the
childhood period [9], [1]. Their roles differ from nAChRs but
are equally important since mAChRs regulate the maturing
entorhinal system to detect and to support the encoding of
novel signals into the hippocampus [11]. Taken together,
these ﬁndings suggest that the understanding of the innervation timeline of the cholinergic system into the various
brain regions, more marked in the hippocampal system, can
provide us a better comprehension of the developmental
changes occurring during the ﬁrst year.
From a cognitive viewpoint, the cholinergic system is
known to regulate the balance between memory storage and
renewal depending on its concentration level and the brain
regions where it is released. In the cerebral cortex, ACh
modulates the synaptic plasticity by enhancing long-term
potentiation depending on its concentrate rate [12]. In the
hippocampal system, ACh acts as a working memory for
novel information [4], [11]; high concentration level of ACh
sets the circuit dynamics for attention and encoding of new
memory whereas low level of ACh regulates the consolidation of older memories [13]. More precisely, mAChRs
are involved in the persistent ﬁring of individual entorhinal
neurons for the maintenance of novel information [14], [15],
[16] and nAChRs are involved in synaptic plasticity of the
hippocampal cells for learning memory patterns.
Interestingly, the period of cholinergic maturation in the
hippocampal system coincides with the period when infants
enrich their motor repertoire with novel actions [17], categorize novel objects into new classes [18], [19], shift from an
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Fig. 1. Structural and functional changes in the hippocampal system and its contribution for early memory development and attention. The graph a)
retranscribes the cholinergic changes in the entorhinal cortex and in the hippocampus (CA3 and CA1), adapted from [1]. Figure b) presents our hypothesis
on the functional activation of the hippocampal structure after maturation of the cholinergic system during the ﬁrst year, period (ii).

egocentric represention of space to an allocentric one [20]
which are all features attributed to hippocampal processing.
Furthermore, this chronology agrees with Nelson’s proposal
and others that the brain systems responsible for adult-like
explicit memory, including the hippocampus and surrounding
cortex, do not come online until the second half of the ﬁrst
year of life [21] and that infants rely on different types of
learning systems during the ﬁrst year [22], [17]. One might
envision therefore the cholinergic system to activate rapidly
the learning capabilities of the hippocampal system (i.e.,
fast nAChRs binding) while it regulates slowly the ﬁltering
capabilities of the entorhinal system for novelty detection
(i.e., slow mAChRs binding), see Fig. 1. We think that
these two parallel processes change the functionality of the
hippocampus into an efﬁcient working memory dealing with
novelty, which is not at birth.
The paper is organized as follows. In the ﬁrst part we
deﬁne the networks architecture of the para-hippocampal
system and the neuromodulatory mechanism of the cholinergic system that regulates learning and attention. The good
balance between these rules controls the overall stability and
plasticity of the system to maintain top-down hippocampal signals and to sustain the novel ones coming from
the entorhinal system (i.e., novelty detection and support
of bottom-up signals). It follows that, without ACh, the
cortico-hippocampal system behaves as a classical associative memory that extracts the statistical features from
the inputs; e.g., a probabilistic network based on statistical
learning. In contrast, the gradual activation of ACh changes
the cortico-hippocampal system into a self-organizing map
that rewards the novel signals over the familiar patterns;
e.g., a hierarchical memory map such as a Bayesian tree.
The new system acquires the emerging functionalities of
a working memory dealing with novelty by categorizing
the novel patterns and by maintaining them active during
encoding. Hasselmo suggests that this feature could underlie

the intrinsic mechanism for delayed-response tasks for novel
stimuli in the para-hippocampal cortices even over 8−10 sec
whereas other brain regions seem to be sufﬁcient for normal
delayed matching function with small numbers of highly
familiar stimuli [11].
II. N EUROMODULATORS

AND NEURAL CIRCUITS

We describe in this section the models deﬁned for the
hippocampus and the entorhinal cortex with their respective
networks architecture and regulatory mechanisms.
A. Stellate Cells of Entorhinal Neurons
In comparison with the most common types of neurons in
the neo-cortex, the stellate cells of entorhinal neurons possess some speciﬁc internal currents, cholinergic-dependent,
which permit them to sustain long-lasting bursting even
if inputs fade away [15], [23]. Moreover, the entorhinal
neurons possess very few recurrent connections so that the
entorhinal cortex can be modeled as a segregated network
of isolated neurons with no synaptic connections between
them. According to Hasselmo, it is the muscarinic cholinergic
receptors that enable persistent spiking to continue after the
sample stimulus [4], [11]. We formalize them with the neuron
model proposed by Izhikevich [24] which is a resonator cell
whose bursting frequency increases depending on the input
current I:

Cv  = k(v − vr )(v − vt ) − u + I
(1)
u = ab(v − vr ) − u
where I is the external input bound in the interval
[0; 2000μA], v represents the membrane potential of the neuron and u represents a membrane recovery variable (c.f., [24],
[25]); v  and u their temporal derivate. The voltage threshold
level vt is set to −45 mV and the resetting voltage level Vr to
−60 mV . We set also the constants C = 2000 and k = 0.75.
The after-spike resetting is done with
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(2)

with vpeak = 30 mV . The variables set {a, b, c, d} deﬁnes
the neurons attributes (a; b) = (0.01; 15.0) and (c; d) =
(−50; 200).
We deﬁne the hippocampal neurons with the model proposed by Colliaux [26] that realizes a up- and down-states
where up-states are associated with ﬁrings and down-states
with silences. Up- and down-states occur at each theta cycle
– which is the natural rhythm of the hippocampal neurons
betwen 6−10 Hz– and the up-state ﬁrings trigger in advance
or in retard to it. The phasic (temporal) information from all
the neurons represent then one memory pattern. The model
consists of two coupled variables, S and φ, such that an
oscillation component cos φ produces the intrinsic oscillation
of the membrane potential S for which the phase φ depends
on its level of depolarization. In a network of N units, the
state of the cell i is deﬁned by {Si , φi } ∈  × [0, 2π[
(i ∈ [1, N ]) and evolves according to the dynamics:
 
N
Si = −Si + N1
j=1 wij R(Sj ) + Γ(φi ) + Ii
(3)
φi = ω + (β − Λ(Si )) sin φi
with wij , the synaptic weight between cells i and j. R(Sj )
is the spike density of the cell j and Ii represents the driving
stimulus which enables to selectively activate a cell. In the
second equation, ω and β are respectively the frequency and
the stabilization coefﬁcient of the internal oscillation.
The spike density is deﬁned by a sigmoid function:
1
(tanh(g(x − 0.5)) + 1).
(4)
2
The coupling between the two equations, Γ and Λ appear
as follows:

Γ(φi ) = σ(cos φi − cos φ0 )
(5)
Λ(Si ) = ρSi
R(x) =

where ρ and σ modulates the coupling between the internal
oscillation and the membrane potential, and φ0 is the equilibrium phase obtained when all cells are silent (Si = 0); i.e.,
φ0 = arcsin(−ω/β). We used the following parameters in
our experiments: ω = 1, β = 1.2 and g = 10. Accordingly,
cos φ0 ≈ −0.55. ρ, σ are adjusted respectively to 1 and
0.96, and external voltages I are normalized below 0.1 to
not saturate the hippocampal dynamics.
The coupling to the entorhinal system is done as follows.
The entorhinal neurons receive the membrane voltage S from
their respective hippocampal neurons, which is originally
comprised between [−0.5 V ; 1.5 V ] and renormalized to
[0 mA; 2000 mA], such that any up-state oscillation entrains
the entorhinal neuron to increase its ﬁring rate.
The system behaves as follows. For a hippocampal network of eighty units (N = 80) regrouped into ten clusters
with initial synaptic weights, the system transits freely from
one pattern to another without external inputs, see the raster
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Fig. 2. Raster plot of the hippocampal dynamics without external drive.
The network dynamics stabilize or switch from one cluster to another at
each theta cycle.

plot in Fig. 2; same conditions as in [26]. The small perturbations pull up one pattern (up-state) and pull down the others
(down state) at each theta cycle. Under these conditions,
the coupled system has a poor stability-plasticity trade-off
as it can recall rapidly its already learnt patterns but cannot
maintain easily the new ones.

C. Hebbian learning
Memory patterns in the hippocampal system are associated
with the respective up-state of the active cells, see Fig. 2. The
robustness of one particular neural pattern depends then on
the strength of the neurons’ synaptic weights. The regulation
of these weights are done by the classical hebbian rule that
strengthens the links of two contingent neurons i and j by a
small fraction Δw (long-term potentiation) computed by
Δw = Ii Ij ,

(6)

with learning rate  = 10−5 . The weights’ updating rule is
then:
wij (t + 1) = wij (t) + Δw.
(7)
The hippocampal system behaves as a classical associative
memory which follows the probability distribution of the
imposed external inputs. The exposure to random inputs
– e.g., a Poisson distribution of 1 spike per millisecond–
will drive slowly the hippocampal weights from their initial
conﬁgurations to follow the inputs’ probability distribution
(not plotted here). Hence, without any attentional mechanism
to sustain novel information, the network is too weak to learn
novel inputs in one-shot exposure but it is robust enough to
persevere to familiar dynamics.
D. Cholinergic neuromodulation
Acetylcholine levels control the balance between memory
storage and memory update at both the cellular and circuits
levels [11]. In the hippocampus, nAChRs modulate the
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synapses’ plasticity at the circuit level whereas mAChRs
modulate the neurons ﬁring at the cells level in the entorhinal
cortex: on the one hand, when a novel input is exposed, high
cholinergic levels make the entorhinal cells to generate spikes
and favor hippocampal plasticity; i.e., plasticity to afferent
input, on the other hand, when a familiar input is exposed,
low cholinergic levels unaffect the entorhinal cells and consolidate the hippocampal network; i.e., robustness against
afferent input. This mechanism could be very important for
maintaining responsiveness to sensory input in attentional
tasks and for encoding new memories.
The concentration level of ACh can be deﬁned then as
the relative novelty index of one input pattern I to the
embedded hippocampal patterns. The novelty distance can
be computed from the hippocampal weights w of dimension
N 2 (wi,j ∈ [1, . . . , N ] × [1, . . . , N ]). For an input I of
N elements (Ii∈[1,...,N ] ), the novelty index ACh level is
deﬁned as:

1
ACh level = 1−
Ii .wij , f or i = j. (8)
N (N − 1) i j

Cholinergic modulation

a)

with ACh level comprised between [0, 1] for which a
low value corresponds to a familiar pattern and a high value
corresponds to a novel one.
Its action on the networks is as follows. In the entorhinal
network, input currents are sustained for any concentration
rates above a speciﬁed level novelty threshold. One
simple rule to relate the entorhinal neurons’ resonance to
ACh level is:
b)
if ACh level > novelty threshold, then
sustain input current intensity I.
This condition applies for the ﬁrst time the input is above
the threshold and its value stays ﬁxed during the whole period
when ACh level > novelty threshold. In the hippocampal network, the plasticity of the hippocampal weights is
adjusted proportionally to ACh level which functions as a
variable learning rate [27]. The updating rule in eq. 7 is
changed in:
wij (t + 1) = wij (t) + ACh level Δw.

(9)

To understand better the effect of neuromodulation on the
networks, we reconduct a priming task experiment when
the networks EC-HP are exposed to a novel input, see
Fig. 3. The physiological mechanism responsible for the
recognition of novelty and stabilization of input pattern in
EC has been identiﬁed as the ACh dependent’s intracellular
Alonso current [11]. We simulate its effect on the HP-EC
networks. We recall that HP and EC have eigthy units each
with intramap connections for HP (not for EC) and that EC
units have unidirectional connections to their respective HP
units.
The presentation of a novel input to the entorhinal cortex at
t = 186.25 s (see Fig. 3 b) automatically rises ACh level
to a high value (see the blue crosses in Fig. 3 a). ACh’s

Fig. 3. Effect of cholinergic activation on the hippocampal and entorhinal
dynamics after presentation of a novel input. The exposure of a novel input
rises ACh level to its highest value [blue crosses in a)], which contributes
to sustain the dynamics in both networks and to enhance its learning. While
the pattern is being learnt, ACh level slowly decreases as a counter-effect.

increasing has for net effect to keep the entorhinal neurons
ﬁring for several seconds and to enhance the hippocampal
encoding of the novel memory with respect to eq. 9, see
the black line in Fig. 3 a). Therefore, the more novel
a pattern is, the higher ACh level (ascending phase). In
return, the hippocampus strengthens more its synaptic links
to the novel pattern, which makes it less novel and reduces
accordingly < Δw > and ACh level (descending phase).
Thus, this process produces a temporal cost that depends on
the variables ACh level, novelty threshold, Δw and I.
In other words, it plays the role of a retainer that can be used
further for attentional purposes, either for learning one novel
memory or assessing one old memory. The cholinergicallyenhanced network operates therefore very differently from
its normal regime showed in Section II-C.
We think that the neural development of acetylcholine
into the hippocampal system is related to the cognitive
development in memory and categorization tasks observed
during the postnatal period.
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⎧
⎨ ACh level(t + 1) = activ ratio × ACh level(t)
novelty threshold(t + 1) =
⎩
activ ratio × (0.85 − 0.25 activ ratio),
(10)
where activ. ratio stands for activation ratio. We
present in Fig. 4 the results of this developmental scenario
when the hippocampal system is exposed to random inputs,
starting at t = 50 sec, when activ. ratio increases linearly
to 1.
Fig. 4 a) plots the weights modiﬁcation < Δw > averaged
over all the weights at each time step, Fig. 4 b) plots
the evolution of ACh level during cholinergic activation
and Fig. 4 c) displays the overall complexity inside the
hippocampal network computed from the synaptic weight
matrix. The complexity measure C(w) of the system’s weight
matrix w is deﬁned as the difference between the integration
level I(w) considered as a whole and the average integration
following [28]: CN (w) =
n for small subsets within,
k
k=1 [(k/n)I(w) − I(wj ) ]. Low complexity levels reﬂect
a poorly organized network with low memory capacity (a
uniform distribution) whereas high levels reﬂect functional
connectivity within the network and higher memory capacity.

activation ratio
1
0

weights modification

In the previous section, we presented how the hippocampal
network behaves with and without cholinergic neuromodulation. Here we design the progressive cholinergic innervation
into the hippocampal system. Muscarinic binding in the
entorhinal cortex –responsible for sustaining novel signals–
is slow to mature and reaches its highest level at one year-old
period [1]. Besides, nicotinic binding in the hippocampus –
responsible for reinforcement learning– is very fast to mature
as it drastically falls with age during the fetal and postnatal period [1], [8]. We model the gradual mAChRs binding
in EC with the variable activation ratio that grows
continuously within the range [0, 1]: activ. ratio = 0
corresponds to the fetal period when there is no muscarinic
binding and activ. ratio = 1 corresponds roughly to the
period when the infant reaches its ﬁrst year.
To simplify our experimental setup, the growing parameter is set to augment linearly with a step of 10−4
per iteration (1 ms), starting at t = 50 sec. The variables ACh level and novelty threshold are weighted
to it so that they reach progressively their maximal value
when activation ratio = 1. The initial level of
novelty threshold is set to 0.85 to ﬁlter as much as
possible novel signals in the beginning. During the transitory
period, we decrease its value to allow more novel signals
to pass. This is the unique ad hoc rule that we impose to
the system to simulate the functional acceleration observed
during cholinergic innervation. The equations set for the
cholinergic activation is then:
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Moreover, the capability to detect and to encode novel
inputs creates some new emergent functionalities within the
system. For instance, since the new patterns do not overlap
with the old memories, the hippocampal system tends to be
sparsely organized, which rise in ﬁne its complexity level.
In line with Hasselmo’s proposal [4], this mechanism could
prevent interference from previously stored patterns during
the learning of new patterns. In other words, it enables the
hippocampal system to categorize on the ﬂy new memories
while preserving the old ones. The result is the emergence
of a ’working memory’ that scaffolds over time, the memory
organization is kept motivated for novelty and reaches a high
complexity level.
When the learning system reaches its fullest capacity
(i.e., its highest complexity level), it attains the so-called
plasticity/stability limit where it cannot embed new memories
without erasing old ones. Despite this unavoidable trade-off,
ACh mechanism slows down memory decays in comparison
to the situation without, see Fig. 5. From a system theory
viewpoint, ACh acts therefore as a kind of low-pass ﬁlter
that retains information.
Moreover, ACh plays a similar function during memory
encoding as it slows down the scattering of one novel pattern
by sustaining its trace in EC; the memory retention of one
novel signal depends then indirectly on activ. ratio, see
Fig. 6. The time duration for holding one novel pattern
augments with activation ratio to reach 6 or 7 seconds
when ACh is fully active. As a result, these two mechanisms
permit to create a working memory (i.e., an attentional
system) that can serve advantegeously when the system is
dealing with delays or with unexpected events; e.g., to sustain
object continuity during objects’ rotation and occlusion.

hippocampal decay (%)

At contrary, the activation of the cholinergic variables
when activ. ratio > 0 at t = 50 sec reverses the process
and generates a phase transition within the neural dynamics.
Here, the variable ACh level starts to oscillate between low
and high states with bigger amplitudes as activ. ratio
augments: the learning system becomes more and more sensitive to the inputs’ novelty and scaffolds its memory capacity
by embedding one at a time a novel input. The ascending
phases (i.e., the crests) correspond to the encoding periods
and the descending phases (i.e., the troughs) correspond to
the consolidation periods.
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Fig. 5. Hippocampal memory retention and decay. Without cholinergic
activation, the newly acquired memories in the hippocampus vanish asymptotically and are replaced by other memories whereas the ACh mechanism
augments the retention time with a slow decay.
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case described in Section II-C when the learning system
encodes continuously the external inputs and converges to
its probabilistic distribution. The weights rapidly stabilize
themselves within a minimal ﬂuctuation regime and the
system behaves as a classical associative memory. Parallely,
the complexity measure decreases continuously indicating
the hippocampal structure always adapt itself to the novel
inputs but do not retain them for a long period.
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Fig. 6.
Time duration relative to activation ratio. It shows the
performance of the working memory in terms of time duration to hold novel
information. The spike duration correlates almost linearly with the values
of the activation parameter.

B. Memory retention, transfer and consolidation into the
neo-cortex
ACh creates the conditions for the rapid formation of
memory traces in the hippocampus and allows the retention
of speciﬁc episodes while preventing as much as possible
interferences. However, in order to avoid memory decay, the
hippocampus has to reinstantiate the short-term memories
into the neo-cortical maps, which are performing at a slower
learning rate [22]. When the later structures ﬁnish to consolidate the memory patterns, they can start manipulate them
ad libitum without the need of the hippocampus.
The role of acetyholine is however not impotent in this
scheme. For instance, Peinado demonstrated that ACh mediates the propagation of slow waves of electrical activity
in the developing neocortex [29]. We propose to model the
memory remapping from short-term hippocampal memories
to long-term cortical memories.
Cortical maps are commonly deﬁned as networks with
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Fig. 7. Memory consolidation in the cortical map. Memory retention is
estimated from the signal per noise ratio between the hippocampal items
and the cortical map activity with the Victor and Purpura distance between
two spike trains [30]. The cortical map learns the hippocampal patterns at
a very slow rate compared with the hippocampus.
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where I is the external input. The auxiliary after-spike
resetting equation is the same as eq. 2 with vpeak =
30 mV such as the variables v and u represent also the
membrane potential of the neuron and the membrane recovery variable. The variables set {a, b, c, d} deﬁnes the
neurons attributes whether excitatory (a; b) = (0.02; 0.2) and
(c; d) = (−65; 8), or inhibitory; (a; b) = (0.02; 0.25) and
(c; d) = (−65; 2).
The hebbian learning is based on the mechanism of
spike timing-dependent plasticity introduced in [25] and each
neuron receives the external current I from their respective
entorhinal neurons Ient (Ient = 20 mA
 when the neuron
ﬁres) and pre-synaptic neurons i: I = i∈pre Ii .wi + Ient .
The cortical map is composed of 800 excitatory neurons and
200 inhibitory neurons with a coupling probability distribution of 0.1 (10 connections per neuron) for all the neurons.
Therefore, the cortical map is ten time bigger than the
entorhinal system –which has only eighty neurons– and each
entorhinal cell is exactly connected to only one excitatory
cortical neuron with index corresponding to the entorhinal
neuron index multiplied by 10. The other cortical neurons
are therefore inter-neurons that receive indirect signals from
their recurrent connections.
During memory consolidation, we evaluate the rate of cortical encoding with the Victor-Purpura metric distance (VP)
that quantiﬁes the similarity between two spike trains [30];
e.g., the signal/noise ratio of one pattern. We use this measure
because probabilistic methods are more approximative as
they require to average the signals into spike rates. The VP
distance computes the minimal cost Dv of transforming x to
x using two basic operations: the event insertion or deletion
with a cost equals 1 and the event movement for which the
cost is proportional to the distance (constance CV ); the time
constant is deﬁned as τV = 1/CV ; here CV = 1. In the case
that the two spike trains are identical, then we will have
DV = 0.
We deﬁne the memory retention inside the cortical map
as the inverse of DV renormalized between 0 to 100%,
calculated from the hippocampal and the cortical dynamics.
Under this condition, the more the cortico-hippocampal spike
trains are synchronous, the more the cortical map is accurate
and the higher is the memory retention.
We present in Fig. 7 the retention score of the cortical
map when exposed to hippocampal dynamics and a raster
plot of cortico-hippocampal synchronization during memory
consolidation/retrieval in Fig. 8. In comparison with the
performance of the hippocampus for learning one memory in
one-shot and very rapidly [see Fig. 3 a)], the cortical map is
much slower for encoding one memory pattern as it takes one
hundred seconds to converge (105 iterations). Moreover, the
cortical map performs worse than HP as it reaches 70 ∼ 75%
retention score whereas the hippocampus can learn a very
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recurrent connections. We use as neuron model a variant of
the stellate cell deﬁned in eq. 2, also proposed by [24]:
 
v = 0.04v 2 + 5v + 140 − u + I
(11)
u = a(bv − u)

500
750
1000

time [s]

Fig. 8.
Cortico-hippocampal synchronization. The raster plots of the
cortico-hippocampal maps present the θ/γ-bands synchronization of the
cortical neurons to the hippocampal θ rhythm for a familiar pattern, the
gamma waves enhance selectivity to the input patterns.

precise pattern without interference. The reason for this
behavior comes from the recurrent connections that amplify
the neural activity inside the cortical map, which performs
then as an associative memory. Moreover, memory consolidation generates the theta/gamma rhythm synchronization:
the rhythmic activity corresponds here to the formation of
coherent clusters that can be used for memory retrieval or for
other tasks such as memory association and/or anticipation.
The temporal durations of hippocampal decay (Fig. 5)
and cortical encoding (Fig. 7) are therefore critical as they
delineate the interval length during which a memory pattern in the hippocampus is available for cortical encoding,
before being lost permanently. Like for the hippocampus,
the cortical map has a trade-off in terms of plasticity and
stability for consolidating the short-term memories into longterm memories that depends on the learning rates of both
systems.
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IV. D ISCUSSION
In this paper, we proposed to model the cholinergic system
innervation in the hippocampal system and its inﬂuence for
learning, attention and memory development. Acetylcholine
is involved in the structural and functional adjustments of the
hippocampus, transforming it into an attentional system; i.e.,
a working memory for novel information. Under its action,
the entorhinal cortex sustains and facilitates the learning of
novel stimuli relative to the old patterns already present in
the hippocampus. We show in our experiments how this dual
mechanism may generate simply some emergent properties
necessary for cognitive development. For instance, it limits
the interference between memories which has for effect
to scaffold the memory organization and to discretize the
memory space into separated categories in the same time.
Our cholinergic hypothesis may give some partial answers
to the paradoxes that pose the hippocampus and other
subcortical structures that appear to function at birth but
show some evidence of slow development and/or functional
reorganization. Here, we propose that the neurotransmitter
acetylcholine may play the role of a “catalyst” that activates the functional organization of the cortico-hippocampal
system (i.e., detecting and holding stimuli, preserving and
acquiring memories).
Although ACh is generally known to regulate the structural
maturation of the central nervous system [2]– e.g., the
growth, differentiation, and plasticity of the neurons– the precise timing of cholinergic innervation to the cortex appears
to be crucial also for the normal development of cognitive
functions. Its action is even broader since ACh has been
identiﬁed for mediating the propagation of slow waves of
electrical activity in the developing neocortex [3], [29], which
are associated with long-term memory and categorization
performances [18], [19]. In our model, we show how theta
waves could slowly shape the neocortical maps into coherent patterns (rhythmical theta/gamma activity). Hence, the
modeling of the cholinergic system in the para-hippocampal
system is not only critical for understanding development
during the ﬁrst year [1] but also for understanding memory
transfer, attention processes and retrieval task [4].
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